Wildeck’s Guarding Products
Protect Employees & Equipment

Features and Benefits

- Compliance with OSHA’s elevated ledge regulations
- Protection for employees and equipment
- Integration of multiple guarding solutions

Industry Group: ProGMA

“We went beyond the OSHA requirements and installed Wildeck products that protect the exposed edges, protect our employees and provide the access we need to get materials into our bay.”

Ronald Vincze
Quality Manager, Precision Gears, Inc.

By working with a trusted Wildeck dealer, Precision Gears learned about several guarding products that enhanced their load dock’s safety.

Per OSHA’s regulations, a fall protection system must be installed on any walking or working surface that is four feet or higher above a lower level. When Ronald Vincze, Quality Manager at Wisconsin-based Precision Gears, Inc., surveyed his facility with an eye on safety, one area that caught his attention was the unprotected ledges on the loading dock in the shipping and receiving area. After carefully measuring the heights around the company’s loading dock area, it became evident that the company was not in compliance with OSHA’s requirements.

After searching the internet for dock protection, Vincze saw several videos of Wildeck’s guarding products on YouTube and contacted the company. A Wildeck guarding specialist put Vincze in touch with a trusted Wildeck dealer that advised him on the right products for his facility. Wildeck’s EdgeGard™ Straight Dock Gate would help protect employees and personnel around the wide truck pits and loading dock bays. Wildeck’s EdgeGard™ Folding Dock Gate would provide a layer of protection between the entrance to the building and the loading dock area. Wildeck’s Wilgard® Guard Rails would provide a strong physical and visual barrier along the elevated ledges of the loading dock area.

“We are very pleased with Wildeck’s quality safety products and the outstanding customer service we have received. We would definitely purchase from them again,” said Vincze.
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